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Miss Edgeworfh scarcely wrote anything that did not
contain some excursus on Irish political and social
issues ; Lever's later and less light light-hearted novels
showed the same tendency.    But when the novelist
came out from the older Irish nation, these passages
were   obligatory.    They   marred   very   greatly   the
work of William Carleton, an Irish peasant of genius,
whose work lay between the Young Ireland period
and the revolution.    Essentially, in all Irish literature
that came from the older nation there was present the
idea of a semi-forensic appeal to some public whose
intellectual convictions might be changed.    History
was of course partisan.    The most brilliant writer of
the Young Ireland group, John Mitchel, had a hatred
of England which as a source of inspiration became
greatly more potent than his love of Ireland.   Yet
in the Young Ireland group the Irish Nationalist case
was stated by men/whose training showed at every
point the influence of English literature and no other.
Macaulay and Carlyle set: their mark clearly on all the
culture which at that. period was offered to Gaelic
Ireland.   A  different  rhetoric  replaced  O'ConnelTs.
The ideal was Irish, but it was expressed in English
fashion, whether by Davis and Mitchel, men of Anglo-
Irish stock, or by Duffy and O'Hagan, who belonged
to the older strain.
On this literature, with some addition of popular
ballads made in the Fenian times, and on a prodigious
output of political speaking and newspaper articles,
the culture of Catholic Ireland was formed, up to a
point after the land war had been fully launched.
Nothing else counted in the formation of Ireland's
mind, except the teaching of the Catholic Church : and
that also, when the land war grew fierce, was entangled
with the political issue. It is hard to overstate the
degree to which Ireland's culture was rhetorical, and
to which the Irish mind has been affected by this
direction of intelligence.
When the revolution began, in the guise of a land

